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Abstract 26 

 27 

Long-term slow slip events (L-SSEs) often excite short-term slow slips events (S-SSEs) and tectonic 28 

tremor in the zone of episodic tremor and slip (ETS). However, the factors controlling the occurrence 29 

of primary versus excited tremor events remain unclear. To elucidate these factors, we analyzed 30 

tectonic tremor events in and around the Bungo Channel (Nankai subduction zone), where L-SSEs 31 

are known to excite tremor and S-SSEs in the ETS zone. We focused on the spatial distribution of the 32 

characteristic amplitude (CA) of tremor, determined from the duration-amplitude distributions of 33 

tremor events, as an indicator of the properties of the tremor source. CAs are large in L-SSE slip areas 34 

and small in adjacent areas. The difference between CA values during tremor-excitation periods (L-35 

SSEs) and the intervening periods (ΔCA) is positive in the slip area, negative in adjacent areas, and 36 

tends toward zero in the far field. We suggest that the heterogeneous distributions of CA and ΔCA 37 

reflect the heterogeneous effective strengths of tremor patches, which might be related to petrological 38 

properties, and stress and pore-fluid pressure variations induced by L-SSEs, respectively. The upward 39 

migration of fluid from the ETS zone along the plate interface might modulate the effective stress and 40 

strength states of tremor patches during L-SSEs. 41 

 42 

 43 
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Plain Language Summary 44 

 45 

In subduction zones, slow earthquakes have inspired great interest in the connection between slow 46 

and megathrust earthquakes. Long-term slow slip events (L-SSEs) are known to excite short-term 47 

slow slip events and tectonic tremor. To understand the factors controlling the occurrence of primary 48 

and excited tremors, we investigated the characteristic amplitude (CA) of tremor events (representing 49 

the properties of a tremor source) during tremor-excitation periods and the intervening periods. CAs 50 

are larger in L-SSE slip areas than in adjacent areas during both periods. This contrast may result 51 

from differences in pore-fluid pressure arising from differences in petrological properties between the 52 

two areas. Moreover, relative to CAs during the intervening periods, CAs during tremor-excitation 53 

periods are larger in the slip area, smaller in adjacent areas, and almost the same far from the slip area. 54 

These variations in CA are the combined effects of (1) stress changes accompanying L-SSEs and (2) 55 

upward fluid migration along the plate interface from the tremor source area during L-SSEs, because 56 

fluid migration reduces the pore-fluid pressure and increases the strength of tremor source areas. Our 57 

findings emphasize that CA can be a useful tool for monitoring fluid migration in the source areas of 58 

tremor events. 59 

 60 

 61 
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1. Introduction 62 

 63 

Recent discoveries of slow earthquakes have revealed the diversity of slip phenomena and subduction 64 

dynamics worldwide. Slow earthquakes are usually classified into long-term slow slip events (L-65 

SSEs, durations of months to years; e.g., Ozawa et al., 2002), short-term slow slip events (S-SSEs, 66 

durations of days to weeks; e.g., Dragert et al., 2001), very-low-frequency (VLF) earthquakes (e.g., 67 

Ito et al., 2007), low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs; e.g., Katsumata & Kamiya, 2003), and tectonic 68 

tremor (e.g., Obara, 2002). Slow earthquakes show characteristic scaling relationships that separate 69 

them from regular earthquakes. For example, Ide et al. (2007) proposed that the seismic moment of 70 

a slow earthquake is proportional to its duration, although the seismic moments of SSEs in Cascadia 71 

(Michel et al., 2019) and LFEs in Shikoku, Japan (Supino et al., 2020), are reported to be proportional 72 

to the cube of their duration, as observed for regular earthquakes. The duration-amplitude distribution 73 

of tremor events obeys an exponential distribution rather than a power-law distribution as usually 74 

observed for regular earthquakes (Watanabe et al., 2007). This indicates the existence of a 75 

characteristic or mean tremor amplitude that is proportional to the geometric dimensions of the tremor 76 

source (Benoit et al., 2003). Exponential distributions have also been reported for the size-frequency 77 

(Hiramatsu et al., 2008) and size-energy rate distributions of tremor events (Yabe & Ide, 2014). 78 

However, power-law distributions with and without an exponential taper were observed in the size-79 
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frequency distributions of shallow tremors in the Nankai Trough (Nakano et al., 2019) and LFEs in 80 

Cascadia (Bostock et al., 2015), respectively. These features are well explained by statistical models 81 

of slow earthquakes; for example, a Brownian model reproduces well the exponential scaling of 82 

duration-amplitude distributions (Ide, 2008) and the power-law scaling with an exponential taper of 83 

cumulative size distributions (Ide & Yabe, 2019). 84 

 85 

The spatial distribution of slow earthquakes is highly variable among subduction zones and, therefore, 86 

is regarded as a unique feature providing insight into the relationship between slow and megathrust 87 

earthquakes (e.g., Nishikawa et al., 2019; Obara & Kato, 2016). Interactions between slow 88 

earthquakes are also an important process in subduction dynamics. Spatiotemporally coincident S-89 

SSEs and tremor are termed episodic tremor and slip (ETS) events (e.g., Rogers & Dragert, 2003). L-90 

SSEs are distributed around the source areas of megathrust earthquakes in the Nankai (Suito & Ozawa, 91 

2009), Hikurangi (Wallace & Beavan, 2010), and Mexican subduction zones (Correa-Mora et al., 92 

2008; Radiguet et al., 2012), and L-SSEs have been observed to trigger ETS events (e.g., Hirose & 93 

Obara, 2005). 94 

 95 

The Bungo Channel (western Shikoku, Japan; Figure 1), in the Nankai subduction zone, is one of the 96 

most active regions of slow earthquakes. There, L-SSEs are known to modulate ETS events (Hirose 97 
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& Obara, 2005; Ozawa et al., 2013). Tremor beneath the Bungo Channel is characterized by higher 98 

radiation of seismic energy relative to that in the surrounding area (Kano et al., 2018; Yabe & Ide, 99 

2014). Kano et al. (2018) attributed this to heterogeneity of effective strength in tremor source patches, 100 

which is controlled by pore-fluid pressure. Obara (2010) found that tremor on the up-dip side of the 101 

ETS zone is triggered by L-SSEs, and that increased tremor activity there is coincident with L-SSE 102 

occurrence. Interestingly, the up-dip side is included in the slip area of L-SSEs (Nakata et al., 2017). 103 

In contrast, tremor is steadily active on the down-dip side of the ETS zone, irrespective of L-SSE 104 

occurrence. This complicated relationship between L-SSEs and ETS events beneath the Bungo 105 

Channel raises the question of whether there are any differences in the physical conditions of tremor 106 

sources during L-SSEs and intervening periods. If such differences exist, the characteristics of tremor 107 

signals might be expected to change accordingly. 108 

 109 

In this study, to understand the variable occurrence of tremor in western Shikoku, Japan, we separately 110 

analyzed tremor events during L-SSEs and intervening periods in the Bungo Channel. We used the 111 

characteristic amplitude (CA), which is estimated from the duration-amplitude distribution of a 112 

tremor event, as an indicator of the properties of the tremor source. We detected a significant 113 

difference in the CA of tremors between the two periods. Based on spatial and temporal variations in 114 

CA, and previous tremor observations, we document that the strengths of tremor patches are 115 
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modulated by stress disturbances and fluid migration associated with L-SSEs. 116 

 117 

2. Data 118 

 119 

Our study area was in the Bungo Channel (Figure 1a), where past L-SSEs are known to have activated 120 

tremor and S-SSEs (Hirose & Obara, 2005; Ozawa et al., 2013). We analyzed the vertical component 121 

of velocity waveform data recorded at five National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster 122 

Resilience (NIED) Hi-net stations in western Shikoku (HIYH, KWBH, OOZH, TBEH, and IKKH; 123 

Figure 1b), which have also been used in previous studies (Daiku et al., 2018; Hirose et al., 2010b). 124 

Hirose et al. (2010b) reported that these stations provide high S/N (signal-to-noise ratio) waveform 125 

data for tremors. In general, the horizontal components are useful for analyzing S waves. However, 126 

the S/N of the vertical component is usually higher than that of the horizontal ones, and Ueno et al. 127 

(2010) used vertical-component waveform data from arrays in western Shikoku for this reason. We 128 

used tremor catalogues provided by NIED: the hybrid catalogue (Maeda & Obara, 2009) was used to 129 

search for tremor events and to visually check waveforms (see subsection 3.1). Therefore, the tremors 130 

analyzed in this study correspond to at least one hypocenter in the hybrid catalog. The location of a 131 

tremor event was assigned to a hypocenter in the hybrid clustering catalog (Obara et al., 2010) 132 

corresponding to the time of the tremor. 133 
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 134 

Data on tremors occurring after February 2016 were not included in our analysis because tremors 135 

activated by the 2016 L-SSE have not yet been confirmed, and because the timing of the end of that 136 

L-SSE is unclear (Ozawa, 2017). Therefore, we analyzed the period from January 2001 to January 137 

2016 (Figure 1b), excluding two periods during which L-SSEs in nearby central-western Shikoku 138 

were active (Takagi et al., 2016). Takagi et al. (2016) suggested that these L-SSEs triggered tremor, 139 

even in western Shikoku, although the triggered tremors were minor and are hard to recognize in 140 

Figure 1b. These L-SSEs were Mw 6.0–6.3, comparable to short-term SSEs in this region. In contrast, 141 

the magnitudes of L-SSEs in the Bungo Channel, especially the Mw 7.1 and 6.9 events in 2003 and 142 

2010, respectively (Nakata et al., 2017), are much larger than those of L-SSEs in central-western 143 

Shikoku, implying that the L-SSEs in central-western Shikoku have less impact on tremor activity. 144 

Furthermore, the fault models for these L-SSEs were estimated by using rectangular faults with 145 

uniform slip (Takagi et al., 2016), making it difficult to evaluate the spatial relationship between the 146 

slip areas of the L-SSEs and tremor characteristics, as was conducted for L-SSEs in the Bungo 147 

channel. Thus, it is not appropriate to treat L-SSEs in central-western Shikoku in the same way as 148 

those in the Bungo Channel. 149 

 150 

3. Method 151 
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 152 

3.1 Reduced Displacement, Apparent Moment, and Apparent Moment Rate 153 

 154 

We used reduced displacement (Aki & Koyanagi, 1981) as tremor amplitude in our analysis. The 155 

reduced displacement of a body wave, corrected for geometrical spreading, is calculated as 𝐷! =156 

𝐴 ∙ 𝑟 (Aki & Koyanagi, 1981), where A is the root-mean-squared peak-to-peak amplitude (m) and r 157 

is the source-station distance (m).To calculate A, we applied a band-pass filter between 2 and 10 Hz 158 

to the vertical component of the velocity waveform and a moving average with a time window of 6 159 

s (Watanabe et al., 2007). 160 

 161 

To identify tremor events, we defined the noise level in 𝐷! hourly at each station, and manually 162 

excluded regular earthquakes and other impulsive noises by visual inspection. We calculated the 163 

noise level from 5-minute signal-free records in which no earthquakes, tremors, or artificial signals 164 

were included (Hirose et al., 2010b). Tremor events were then identified as events (1) starting and 165 

ending when 𝐷! exceeded and fell below the noise level, respectively, (2) with durations longer 166 

than 1 minute, and (3) with maximum 𝐷! at least two times the noise level (Figure 2a). We used 167 

apparent moment, the time integral of 𝐷! over the tremor duration, as an indicator of tremor 168 

magnitude (Hiramatsu et al., 2008). The apparent moment rate was estimated as the apparent 169 
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moment divided by tremor duration. 170 

 171 

3.2 Characteristic Amplitude of Tremor 172 

 173 

Here we introduce characteristic amplitude, CA, a new parameter sensitive to the size and growth of 174 

a tremor source. We investigated the scaling relationship between tremor duration and amplitude by 175 

varying the amplitude threshold (Figure 2a) and measuring the sum of the durations when tremor 176 

amplitude exceeded that threshold (Watanabe et al., 2007). We then compared exponential and 177 

power-law scaling models of the duration-amplitude distribution. The exponential model is 178 

expressed as: 179 

d(𝐷!∗) = 𝑑#𝑒$%&!
∗ ,												(1) 180 

where d(𝐷!∗) is the total duration (s) for which the tremor amplitude exceeds the threshold value 181 

(𝐷!∗ ), l is the slope of the best-fit line estimated by the least-squares method (Figure 2b), and 𝑑# is 182 

the prefactor (s). Thus, 𝑑# is interpreted as the noise-free (zero-amplitude) duration. 183 

 184 

The power-law model is expressed as: 185 

d(𝐷!∗) = 𝑑#(𝐷!∗)$', (2) 186 

where 𝛾 is the slope of the best-fit line (Figure 2c). The goodness of fit, represented by the 187 
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distribution of the coefficients of determination (𝑅(), of each model shows that the exponential 188 

model better fits observed tremor duration-amplitude distributions than the power-law model 189 

(Figure 3). A similar result has been reported for tremor characteristics in the Tokai region, central 190 

Japan (Watanabe et al., 2007), implying that exponential tremor duration-amplitude distributions are 191 

common to much of the Nankai subduction zone. 192 

 193 

For each tremor event, we calculated l by fitting the exponential model to the duration-amplitude 194 

distribution at each station, averaged l over the stations with R2 ≥ 0.8, and adopted the inverse of 195 

the average l as the CA for that event. The inverse of l at each station was typically within a factor 196 

of 2 of the CA for an event. 197 

 198 

3.3 Determination of Tremor-excitation Periods 199 

 200 

We hereafter refer to periods in which an L-SSE was geodetically detected in the Bungo Channel as 201 

‘L-SSE periods’ (Ozawa, 2017; Ozawa et al., 2013) and periods in which no L-SSE was detected 202 

around western Shikoku (Ozawa, 2017; Ozawa et al., 2013; Takagi et al., 2016) as ‘inter-L-SSE 203 

periods’. It is known that tremor events in western Shikoku are activated during L-SSE periods 204 

(Ozawa et al., 2013). The slope of the cumulative apparent moment trend is distinctly steeper during 205 
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L-SSE periods than during inter-L-SSE periods (Figure 4a), indicating the excitation of tremor 206 

events by L-SSEs (Annoura et al., 2016; Daiku et al., 2018; Kono et al., 2020). However, observed 207 

tremor activity varies greatly, even among L-SSE periods. Therefore, to focus only on tremors 208 

causally induced by an L-SSE, we define ‘tremor-excitation periods’ as follows. 209 

 210 

To quantitatively evaluate tremor-excitation periods, we defined a 0.05° × 0.05° grid and collected 211 

tremor events observed within 10 km of each grid point. We calculated a tentative tremor excitation 212 

ratio as the ratio of the apparent moment rate during one month to that during inter-L-SSE periods. 213 

The apparent moment rate during inter-L-SSE periods was calculated as the total apparent moment 214 

during those periods divided by their total duration. 215 

 216 

To emphasize the change of the cumulative apparent moment, we used only events at grid points 217 

with tentative excitation ratios >4.0. The distribution of tremor events with high excitation ratios 218 

was restricted to the up-dip side of the ETS zone in the western part of the study area (Figure 1b), 219 

consistent with previous studies (e.g., Hirose et al., 2010a; Obara et al., 2010). We then smoothed 220 

the cumulative apparent moment trend using a moving average with a window of 101 events, i.e., 221 

50 events before and after a target event (Figure 4b), to reduce spike-like variations in apparent 222 

moment release rate. 223 
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 224 

Finally, using the smoothed cumulative apparent moment trend, we determined tremor-excitation 225 

periods as periods (1) coincident with one of the geodetically determined L-SSE periods, (2) with 226 

apparent moment rates more than twice the average during inter-L-SSE periods, and (3) with 227 

maximum apparent moment rates at least five times the average during inter-L-SSE periods (Figure 228 

4c). The determined tremor-excitation periods are shown as red bars in Figures 1b and 4c. The 229 

period of the L-SSEs in central-western Shikoku (gray zones in Figures 4a and 4b) was 230 

characterized by a low apparent moment rate. We then analyzed tremor events during tremor-231 

excitation periods separately from those during inter-L-SSE periods to reveal differences in the CAs 232 

of tremors between those periods. 233 

 234 

4. Results and Discussion 235 

 236 

4.1 Relationship between CA, Apparent Moment, and Apparent Moment Rate 237 

 238 

To clarify the meaning of CA, we here investigated the relationships between CA, apparent 239 

moment, and apparent moment rate of tremor events (Figure 5). The estimated CA and apparent 240 

moment, together with the start time, duration, and location of tremor events, are summarized in 241 
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Table S1 in the supporting information. For the 8,484 tremors analyzed herein, we obtained 242 

statistically significant positive correlations (p < 10–15) between CA and the other parameters. This 243 

means that events with larger CAs had relatively large apparent moments and apparent moment 244 

rates. Because a large apparent moment rate corresponds to a large seismic-energy radiation rate, 245 

these results show that CA is a fundamental parameter closely related to the size and seismic-energy 246 

radiation rate of a tremor event. Integrating equation (1) from 0 to infinity for 𝐷!∗  provides the 247 

analytical relationship among the apparent moment, CA, and 𝑑#: apparent moment = CA∙ 𝑑#. This 248 

formula indicates that CA is the average apparent moment rate and that the size of tremor scales as 249 

𝑑#. Given that 𝑑# is the noise-free duration and is generally larger than the observed duration of a 250 

tremor event, the observed duration roughly satisfies this relationship (Figure 5a). Furthermore, the 251 

apparent moment rate appears to be independent of the observed tremor duration (Figure 5b). 252 

 253 

4.2 Spatial Distribution of CA 254 

 255 

Figure 6 shows examples of size-frequency distributions for CA, during both the tremor-excitation 256 

and inter-L-SSE periods, on the same grid (Figures 7a and 7b). The exponential distribution shows a 257 

better fit than the power-law distribution, as was shown for seismic energy radiation rate (Yabe & 258 

Ide, 2014). Figure 7 compares the spatial distribution of median CA values during tremor-excitation 259 
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and inter-L-SSE periods to the slip distribution of the 2010 L-SSE (Nakata et al., 2017). The median 260 

CA values calculated for tremor events within 10 km of each grid point can be regarded as typical 261 

of the area around each grid point; a similar treatment was adopted for tremor seismic-energy 262 

radiation rate by Yabe and Ide (2014). Only grid points including more than 100 events in both 263 

periods are included in the maps. 264 

 265 

The obtained CA values were mostly restricted at the up-dip side of the ETS zone (Figure 7). 266 

Median CA values were relatively high within the slip area of the 2010 L-SSE and relatively low 267 

outside that area. The area characterized by high median CA values overlapped the area in which 268 

tremor events were strongly excited during L-SSEs (Figure 1b). The spatial distribution of CAs 269 

during tremor-excitation periods was similar to that during inter-L-SSE periods, suggesting that the 270 

observed tremor characteristics reflect inherent structures on the plate interface. 271 

 272 

Obara et al. (2010) reported a bimodal depth distribution for tremor events in and around the Bungo 273 

Channel. Interestingly, tremor activity of nearly constant magnitude occurs regularly on the down-274 

dip side of the ETS zone, whereas increased tremor activity occurs on the up-dip side during L-275 

SSEs. Obara et al. (2010) suggested that the plate-coupling strength on the up-dip side is stronger 276 

than that down dip. Yabe and Ide (2014) reported high seismic-energy radiation rates for tremor 277 
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events on the up-dip side (confirmed by Kano et al., 2018) and suggested the existence of tremor 278 

patches with high strength there. Therefore, considering the positive correlation between CA and 279 

apparent moment, and apparent moment rate (Figure 5), we interpret that high (low) CA values 280 

indicate the existence of large (small) and/or strong (weak) tremor patches. 281 

 282 

The high-CA tremors identified herein occurred within the down-dip portion of the L-SSE area 283 

beneath the Bungo Channel. Numerical studies have shown that bimodal slow-slip behaviors 284 

similar to that observed in the Nankai subduction zone can be reproduced by slightly less-elevated 285 

pore pressures in L-SSE areas relative to ETS zones (Matsuzawa et al., 2010). Our results thus 286 

highlight an intermediate state of plate coupling between the weak, chattering ETS zone and the 287 

strong, silent L-SSE area that is possibly controlled by the fluctuation in pore pressures. 288 

 289 

Ando et al. (2012) proposed a theoretical model for tremor generation, termed the ‘patch model’, 290 

according to which tremor results from sequential ruptures of brittle tremor patches distributed 291 

within a ductile fault area. In western Shikoku, Kano et al. (2018) found that the energy radiated by 292 

tremor events is positively correlated with tremor migration speed and SSE slip rate, and they 293 

updated the patch model of Ando et al. (2012) to account for the VP/VS distribution of the overriding 294 

plate (Nakajima & Hasegawa, 2016). Tremor patches of different strengths are heterogeneously 295 
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distributed depending on pore-fluid pressure variations. This model explains the observations of 296 

heterogeneous tremor properties in Shikoku; that is, tremor patches with high effective strength and 297 

caused by low fluid pressure occur in the western part, whereas ones with low effective strength 298 

caused by high fluid pressure occur in the central part. The CA distribution observed herein is 299 

consistent with this model, although we must consider this new constraint that strong tremor 300 

patches are dominant in the L-SSE area beneath the Bungo Channel. 301 

 302 

The spatial variation in the strength of tremor sources might also be explained from a petrological 303 

viewpoint. Mizukami et al. (2014) proposed that fluid pressure on the plate interface may vary 304 

depending on the mineral assemblages in the hanging wall mantle beneath western Shikoku. The 305 

dominant mineral assemblage in the hydrated mantle wedge changes from Atg (antigorite) + Brc 306 

(brucite) to Atg + Ol (olivine) with increasing temperature. The petro-structural nature of these 307 

serpentinites implies that Atg + Brc assemblages are more permeable, and thus can absorb more 308 

water, than Atg + Ol assemblages. The metamorphic transition is variable depending on the bulk 309 

chemistry of the mantle (Mg/Fe ratio, Al2O3 content, etc.), among other factors (Mizukami et al., 310 

2014). A mixed lithology comprising both Atg + Brc and Atg + Ol serpentinites in the mantle 311 

wedge may explain the intermediate state of plate coupling revealed by our CA analysis. 312 

 313 
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Ji et al. (2016) made a model calculation for the thermal structure of the Nankai subduction zone in 314 

which the effects of corner flow in the mantle wedge are considered more significant than indicated 315 

in previous works, and, as a result, temperatures on the plate interface are higher. If such hot 316 

geothermal conditions are developed beneath western Shikoku, spatial variations in the serpentinite 317 

mineral assemblage cannot be assumed for this region, and another petrological explanation for the 318 

heterogeneous pore-fluid pressure distribution is required. 319 

 320 

Tectonically, the coincident distribution of high-CA areas in the L-SSE area may suggest a possible 321 

contribution of the occurrence of L-SSEs to the development of the strong tremor patches there. 322 

Semi-continuous and repeated displacements during L-SSEs likely cause fractures along the slip 323 

plane that may connect fluid pathways between the down-dip ETS zone of higher pore pressure and 324 

the up-dip L-SSE area of lower pore pressure. The intermediate pore pressures expected for high-325 

energy and high-CA tremors could thus be attained under a fluid flux along the plate boundary 326 

between these contrasting areas. 327 

 328 

4.3 Effects of L-SSEs on CA Variations 329 

 330 

To examine the effects of L-SSEs on tremor strength, we compared the CA values during tremor-331 
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excitation periods with those during inter-L-SSE periods at each grid point. In general, if relatively 332 

high-strength patches (i.e., large patches and/or those with sustained stresses) are activated during 333 

L-SSEs, the difference between the CAs during the two periods (ΔCA1 = CAtremor-excitation – CAinter-L-334 

SSE) is positive, whereas ΔCA1 is negative if weaker patches are activated by L-SSEs. We applied 335 

the nonparametric bootstrap method to evaluate the relative error on the median CA value. The 336 

bootstrap sample size is the same as that used at each grid point. From 2,000 bootstrap estimations, 337 

we obtained averages and standard deviations on the relative errors of the median CA values of 338 

0.056 and 0.014, respectively, for tremor excitation periods and 0.055 and 0.016, respectively, for 339 

inter L-SSE periods. Therefore, a typical error on DCA1 is approximately 1 × 10–6 m2. 340 

 341 

Figure 7c shows a distinct spatial variation of ΔCA1 in terms of distance from the 2010 L-SSE in 342 

the Bungo Channel (see Figure 1b for temporal variations of CA). Based on the along-strike 343 

variations in ΔCA1, we divided the study area into three zones from west to east: zone A with 344 

positive ΔCA1, zone B with negative ΔCA1, and zone C with ΔCA1 values around zero (Figure 7c). 345 

ΔCA1 values are positive within the slip area of the L-SSE, negative in the eastern periphery of the 346 

slip area, and tend toward zero in the far field. Values of zero indicate that the stress conditions and 347 

dynamic properties of tremor sources are not affected by L-SSE occurrence, as for the regular 348 

tremor activity in zone C (Figure 1b). Furthermore, we adopted the Brunner-Munzel test (Brunner 349 
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& Munzel, 2000; Neubert & Brunner, 2007), a nonparametric test of stochastic equality between 350 

two samples, to evaluate the statistical significance of ΔCA1 values at each grid point (Figure 7d). 351 

Orange to red grid points in Figure 7d, which correspond mainly to positive ΔCA1 values in zone A 352 

and negative ΔCA1 values in zone B, indicate that the ΔCA1 values at those grid points are 353 

statistically significant at a significance level of 0.05. 354 

 355 

To examine whether the variations in median CA values shown in Figure 7 may be typical of L-356 

SSEs, we investigated the variations in median CA values of each L-SSE in the Bungo Channel 357 

(Figure 8). Here, we defined ΔCA2 as the difference in median CA value between each L-SSE 358 

period (limited to tremor-excitation) and the inter L-SSE periods (ΔCA2 =CAL-SSE + tremor–excitation – 359 

CAinter-L-SSE). In Figure 8, we used grid points including more than 50 events in the tremor-360 

excitation periods of each L-SSE because of the small number of events during those periods; 361 

therefore, the ΔCA2 trends in Figure 8 tend to emphasize temporally localized variations in median 362 

CA. The median CA and ΔCA2 values in zones A and B are consistent with those in Figure 7, 363 

although the observations are insufficient for the 2014 L-SSE, the smallest (Mw ~6.2) of the three L-364 

SSEs (Ozawa, 2017). The differences in CA and ΔCA2 values in zone C among the L-SSEs suggest 365 

that these variations might not have a common origin nor be related to the occurrence of L-SSEs 366 

because the tremor activity in zone C appears to be little modulated by the L-SSEs (Figure 1b). 367 
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 368 

To test whether stress disturbances due to L-SSEs are a dominant cause of the observed variations 369 

in median CA values in zone B (Figure 7), we focused on median CA and the difference in CA 370 

values in the initial stages of the 2003 and 2010 L-SSEs (Figure 9), that is, the median CA values 371 

during the L-SSE period before tremor-excitation (the portions of blue bars preceding red bars in 372 

Figures 1b and 4c) compared to the median CA value during the L-SSE period with tremor-373 

excitation (ΔCA3 = CAL-SSE – tremor–excitation – CAL-SSE + tremor–excitation) (top and middle panels, Figure 374 

9). We used grid points including more than 50 events in each L-SSE period excluding/including 375 

tremor-excitation. For the 2003 event, we obtained median CA and positive ΔCA3 values mainly at 376 

grid points in zone C (top-left, Figure 9), which might be a temporally localized variation. Indeed, 377 

stacking the 2003 and 2010 L-SSE data shows ΔCA3 values around zero at most grid points in zone 378 

C (bottom-right, Figure 9). For the 2010 event, the median CA values are relatively small in all 379 

zones, and negative ΔCA3 values are observed in zone A (middle panels, Figure 9). In the stacked 380 

2003 + 2010 data, ΔCA3 values are strongly negative in zone A and weakly negative in zone B 381 

(bottom panels, Figure 9). The strongly negative ΔCA3 values in zone A suggest that stress 382 

disturbances during the initial stages of L-SSEs might increase the rupture of tremor patches with 383 

weak effective strengths. In contrast, the weakly negative ΔCA3 values in zone B might indicate 384 

that the initial stress disturbances do not greatly alter the CA values of ruptured tremor patches 385 
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compared to those during the tremor-excitation periods. 386 

 387 

Figure 10 shows changes of the frequency distributions of CA in zones A and B, depicting the 388 

proportions of tremors causally responsible for positive and negative ΔCA1 values. To reduce the 389 

effect of CA fluctuations, all panels of Figure 10 include only grid points with ΔCA1 values 390 

≥1.0×10-6 m2 or ≤ –1.0×10-6 m2. Positive ΔCA1 values in zone A result from the increased 391 

occurrence of high-CA tremor and the decreased occurrence of low-CA tremor during tremor-392 

excitation periods (bottom panel, Figure 10b). The increased occurrence of high-CA tremor 393 

suggests that the effective strength of tremor patches during tremor-excitation periods is larger than 394 

that during inter-L-SSE periods. This result can be interpreted as an increased probability of 395 

rupturing stronger and/or larger patches under the increased shear stresses associated with L-SSEs. 396 

The relatively decreased occurrence of low-CA tremor may represent that tremor patches easily 397 

grow to larger sizes under conditions of greater stress. 398 

 399 

Annoura et al. (2016) attributed increased tremor activity around the Bungo Channel to stress 400 

disturbances induced by L-SSEs. Here, we consider that zone B (negative ΔCA1, Figure 7c) 401 

corresponds to the area of relatively large stress change during the SSE, whereas zone C is 402 

sufficiently distant from the slip area that no significant stress change occurred. In zone B, we 403 
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recognize the increased occurrence of tremor with intermediate CA and the decreased occurrence of 404 

high-CA tremor (bottom panel, Figure 10c). As mentioned above, a small CA value reflects a 405 

relatively weak effective strength of a given tremor patch. Therefore, these results imply that stress 406 

disturbances effectively enhance the rupture of tremor patches with weak to moderate effective 407 

strengths in zone B. Moreover, the decreased occurrence of high-CA tremor in zone B suggests that 408 

tremor sources were unable to grow markedly during the tremor-excitation period. Such suppressed 409 

tremor-source growth might be possible if the increases in strength of high-CA tremor patches 410 

outweighed the increases in stress induced by L-SSEs. 411 

 412 

If these geodynamic interpretations of positive and negative ΔCA1 values are correct, fluid 413 

migration might be responsible for the increased effective strength of tremor patches during tremor-414 

excitation periods (Figure 11). Recently, Tanaka et al. (2018) observed temporal gravitational 415 

changes related to L-SSEs in Tokai, which they reproduced by numerically modeling poroelastic 416 

fluid flow up-dip from the ETS zone along the plate interface. Kano et al. (2019) also stressed the 417 

importance of upward fluid migration from the ETS zone, through the L-SSE zone, and to the 418 

down-dip edge of the locked seismogenic zone to explain simultaneous transient slip in the two 419 

major slip patches, i.e., the ETS zone and the down-dip edge of the locked seismogenic zone. If 420 

such upward fluid migration through the slip plane occurs during L-SSEs in western Shikoku, 421 
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reduced pore-fluid pressure in the ETS zone could result in the increased effective strength of 422 

tremor patches. Therefore, we conclude that the stress increase during L-SSEs, which is large 423 

enough to rupture tremor patches with high effective strength, generates high-CA tremors (Figure 424 

11). 425 

 426 

4.4 Implications of CA for slow earthquakes 427 

 428 

The envelope of the reduced displacement may be interpreted as an apparent moment rate function 429 

(Hiramatsu et al., 2008). Therefore, by applying appropriate corrections, we can convert CA to a 430 

characteristic moment rate, although it is a band-limited estimation. Assuming that each tremor 431 

pulse consists of an S wave, we multiplied CA by 4𝜋𝜌𝛽), and corrected for the effects of intrinsic 432 

attenuation and the average radiation pattern using the intrinsic attenuation factor Q = 184, center 433 

frequency f = 6 Hz, S-wave velocity 𝛽 = 3,500 m/s, density r = 2,700 kg/m3 (Maeda & Obara, 434 

2009), the average S-wave radiation pattern of 0.63. This rough estimation provides the term for the 435 

conversion from CA to characteristic moment rate as 1016 N/m/s, resulting in characteristic moment 436 

rates of 1010–1012 Nm/s. 437 

 438 
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Interestingly, this estimated characteristic moment rate is similar to seismic moment rates 439 

previously reported for slow earthquakes. Kao et al. (2010) reported the seismic moments of tremor 440 

bursts with durations 1–5 s in Cascadia to be 1010–1012 Nm, resulting in seismic moment rates on 441 

the same order as the characteristic moment rate obtained herein. Sweet et al. (2019) found that the 442 

seismic moment size-frequency distributions of four LFE families in Cascadia follow an 443 

exponential rather than a power-law distribution. They estimated a characteristic seismic moment 444 

on the order of 1011 Nm. This provides a characteristic LFE moment rate consistent with that 445 

estimated in this study, 1010 Nm/s, if the typical duration of those LFEs is 10 s. The linear 446 

relationship between the areas of tremor episodes and the seismic moments of SSEs in the Nankai 447 

subduction zone (Obara et al., 2010) might similarly reflect the characteristic moment rate of 448 

tremor. 449 

 450 

Some VLF events provide seismic moment rates of 1013 Nm/s (Ide et al., 2008; Matsuzawa et al., 451 

2009), an order of magnitude higher than the characteristic moment rate of tremor estimated herein, 452 

whereas others show similar seismic moment rates of 1011–1012 Nm/s (Ide & Yabe, 2014; Ide, 2016; 453 

Maury et al., 2016). SSEs in the Nankai, Cascadia, and Mexico subduction zones show seismic 454 

moment rates of 1012–1013 Nm/s (Sekine et al., 2010; Schmidt & Gao, 2010; Graham et al., 2016; 455 

Rousset et al., 2017), close to or above the upper bound of our estimate, and Hawthorne et al. 456 
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(2016) reported seismic moment rates on the order of 1012 Nm/s for SSEs during rapid tremor 457 

reversals. We suggest that the order-of-magnitude similarity between the seismic moment rates of 458 

slow earthquakes and the characteristic moment rate is a fundamental property of the broad linear 459 

relationship between seismic moment and duration for slow earthquakes (Ide et al., 2007). 460 

 461 

The characteristics of slow earthquakes can be reproduced by conceptual models such as the 462 

Brownian model (Ide, 2008; Ide & Maury, 2018) and the patch model (Ando et al., 2010, 2012; 463 

Nakata et al., 2011). One of the key parameters of the Brownian model is the characteristic time, the 464 

reciprocal of which is the dampening coefficient for a temporally varying source radius; a larger 465 

characteristic time thus provides a larger moment rate. However, as shown by Ide and Maury 466 

(2018), the dependence of seismic moment rate on the characteristic time is systematically less 467 

obvious for seismic moments ≤1014 Nm. Therefore, variations in the characteristic time might not 468 

be plausible as the cause of the observed variations in CA values induced by L-SSEs. 469 

 470 

The patch model consists of clusters of frictionally unstable patches on a stable background, where 471 

each cluster of patches corresponds to a tremor source. The variation in the patch distribution and/or 472 

the viscosity of the patch/background controls the moment rate function. A higher moment rate is 473 

reproduced by a denser patch distribution or a lower patch/background viscosity (Nakata et al., 474 
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2011). The positive ΔCA1 values in zone A imply a relatively higher characteristic moment rate for 475 

tremors during tremor-excitation periods. If this is the case, an increase in CA may be interpreted as 476 

an increase in the size of a single patch and/or in the density of patches in the tremor source, with 477 

the increased patch size or density enhancing the effective strength of the tremor source. 478 

 479 

5. Conclusions 480 

 481 

We investigated tectonic tremor events in and around the Bungo Channel (Nankai subduction zone), 482 

where L-SSEs are known to induce ETS events, to reveal the difference between primary and 483 

induced tremor events. We used the characteristic amplitude (CA), estimated from the duration-484 

amplitude distribution of a tremor event, as an indicator of the size and the strength of a tremor 485 

source patch. The spatial distribution of CA is characterized by large and small values in L-SSE slip 486 

areas and adjacent areas, respectively, suggesting that stronger tremor patches are distributed in the 487 

slip area and weaker patches outside the slip area. This distribution might reflect variations in pore-488 

fluid pressure, which is controlled by serpentinite mineral assemblages. The difference between the 489 

CA values during tremor-excitation periods and those during inter-L-SSE periods (ΔCA1) is positive 490 

in the L-SSE slip area, negative in adjacent areas, and tends toward zero in the far field. We suggest 491 

that this spatial distribution results from increased stress, which decreases with distance from the 492 
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slip area, and increased effective strength of tremor patches during L-SSEs, which may result from 493 

upward fluid migration from the ETS zone along the plate interface. This heterogeneous distribution 494 

of effective stress/tremor-patch strength, modulated by stress changes and fluid migration induced 495 

by L-SSEs, might cause the heterogeneous ΔCA1 distribution. In other words, the observed CA 496 

heterogeneity illustrates transient states of heterogeneous fluid pressure fluctuations caused by L-497 

SSEs along the plate interface. 498 
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 768 

Figure captions 769 

Figure 1. (a) Distribution of tectonic tremor events (dots) and the location of the study area around 770 

the Bungo Channel (rectangle, indicating the area of the map in the left panel of (b)). Green dashed 771 

lines indicate depth contours of the subducting Philippine Sea plate (Shiomi et al., 2008). (b) Spatial 772 

(left panel) and temporal (right panel) distributions of tremor epicenters (dots, from the NIED 773 

hybrid clustering catalogue; Obara et al., 2010) and Hi-net stations (blue triangles) used in this 774 

study. Red dots represent tremor events at grid points with tentative excitation ratios exceeding 4.0 775 

(see section 3.3). The magenta circle shows the location of the event for which the reduced 776 

displacement waveform is shown in Figure 2a. In the right panel of (b), blue and red bars indicate 777 
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periods during which L-SSEs were geodetically observed (Ozawa, 2017; Ozawa et al., 2013) and 778 

tremor-excitation periods (see section 3.3 for the definition of the tremor-excitation periods), 779 

respectively, and gray-shaded areas represent periods in which an L-SSE occurred in central-780 

western Shikoku (Takagi et al., 2016; excluded from this study). The color scale in the right panel 781 

of (b) denotes the value of the characteristic amplitude (CA) of each tremor event analyzed in this 782 

study, whereas black circles indicate tremor events that were not analyzed. 783 

 784 

Figure 2. (a) Example of the reduced displacement (DR) of a tremor event recorded at station 785 

KWBH at 19:00 JST on 19 September 2006. The location of the event is shown by the magenta 786 

circle in the left panel of Figure 1b. Vertical dashed black lines mark the start and end times of the 787 

tremor event. The horizontal dashed red line indicates the noise level at that station around the time 788 

of the tremor event. The blue line is the threshold value (𝐷!∗ ), and parts of the waveform used to 789 

measure tremor duration (i.e., exceeding the threshold value) are traced in green (see section 3.2). 790 

(b) Exponential and (c) power-law models of the waveform shown in (a). The red lines in (b, c) are 791 

the best fit to the models. 792 

 793 

Figure 3. Frequency distributions of the coefficient of determination, R2, for the (a) exponential and 794 

(b) power-law models. 795 
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 796 

Figure 4. (a) The cumulative apparent moment for all events in the study area and period. (b) The 797 

smoothed cumulative apparent moment for only those events at grid points with tentative excitation 798 

ratios exceeding 4.0 (see section 3.3). (c) Temporal variations of the apparent moment rate 799 

calculated from (b); solid, dotted, and dashed horizontal lines indicate one, two, and five times the 800 

average apparent moment rate during inter-LSSE periods. Red circles indicate events that meet 801 

criteria (1)–(3) for determining tremor-excitation periods (see section 3.2), whereas events indicated 802 

by blue circles only meet one or two criteria. Blue and red bars and gray-shaded areas are as in 803 

Figure 1b. 804 

 805 

Figure 5. Correlations of CA with (a) apparent moment and (b) apparent moment rate. R and p 806 

denote the correlation coefficient and p–value, respectively. Gray dashed lines in (a) highlight the 807 

relation between CA and apparent moment (= CA∙ 𝑑#) for specific values of 𝑑#. The color scale 808 

indicates observed tremor duration. 809 

 810 

Figure 6. Cumulative frequency plots of CA during tremor-excitation periods (upper panels) and 811 

inter-L-SSE periods (lower panels) at the grid point outlined by the black square in Figure 7a and 812 

7b. Left and right panels show exponential and power-law fits to the distribution, respectively. Red 813 
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lines show the best-fit line and R2 indicate the coefficient of determination for each distribution for 814 

CA ≥ 5 × 10–6 m2. 815 

 816 

Figure 7. Spatial distributions of (a) the median CA value during tremor-excitation periods, (b) the 817 

median CA value during inter-L-SSE periods, (c) ΔCA1 (= CAtremor–excitation – CAinter-L-SSE), and (d) 818 

the statistical significance (p-values) of ΔCA1. Green dashed lines show areas in which the slip was 819 

greater than 0.2 m and 0.1 m during the 2010 L-SSE (Nakata et al., 2017). Zones A, B, and C 820 

(bounded by black rectangles) denote areas in which ΔCA1 is positive, negative, or near zero, 821 

respectively. 822 

 823 

Figure 8. Spatial distributions of the median CA value and ΔCA2 (= CAL-SSE + tremor-excitation – CAinter-824 

L-SSE) for the L-SSEs in (top panels) 2003, (middle panels) 2010, and (bottom panels) 2014. All 825 

symbols are as in Figure 7. 826 

 827 

Figure 9. Spatial distributions of the median CA value during L-SSEs prior to tremor-excitation 828 

periods and ΔCA3 ( = CAL-SSE – tremor-excitation – CAL-SSE + tremor–excitation) for the L-SSEs in (top panels) 829 

2003 and (middle panels) 2010, and (bottom panels) the stacked data for both L-SSEs. All symbols 830 

are as in Figure 7. 831 
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 832 

Figure 10. Changes of the CA distributions between tremor-excitation periods (L-SSE periods) and 833 

inter-L-SSE periods. (a) The spatial distribution of grid points at which ΔCA1 is greater than 1.0 834 

(red, zone A) and lower than –1.0 (blue, zone B). ΔCA1 values between –1.0 and 1.0 are omitted 835 

from this plot to reduce fluctuations in CA. Frequency distributions of tremor CA values are shown 836 

for (b) zone A and (c) zone B during (upper) tremor-excitation periods, (middle) inter-L-SSE 837 

periods, and (lower) the change of the distributions between the two periods. 838 

 839 

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the plate interface beneath the Bungo Channel (zone A). (upper) 840 

During inter-L-SSE periods, high pore-fluid pressure (light blue area) caused by dehydration (light 841 

blue arrows) of the subducting slab generates tectonic tremor in the ETS zone (pink zone). (lower) 842 

During tremor-excitation periods, L-SSEs (red zone) induce increased stress in the ETS zone and 843 

result in upward fluid migration (open purple arrow), causing high-CA tremors in the up-dip part of 844 

the ETS zone (the area enclosed by the dashed line). 845 
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